
Embankment West, Manchester

Prices From £205,258



Embankment West, Manchester
Situated just minutes away from Manchester’s biggest retail and business districts, is this stunning residential development of studio, 1, 2 & 3 bedroom cosmopolitan
apartments. Built by an award-winning British developer who has successfully delivered thousands of units already, these beautifully finished apartments offer the ultimate city
centre living experience.

Spanning 17 floors, this perfectly located, off-plan development gives you the option to live, rent, hold or sell - ideal for investors, first time buyers, short-term renters and
professional city dwellers alike. This development is part of a larger masterplan to build a location that rivals Spinningfields, Manchester’s vibrant hotspot, and create the city’s
newest mixed-use neighbourhood, containing premium office, food and beverage, retail and residential space.

Early reservations on this stand-out development will benefit from capital growth and eliminate any developer price increases throughout construction. These beautiful
apartments will offer superior city living in Manchester’s newest and highly desired neighbourhood. This is a modern development inspired by Exchange train station, featuring
state-of-the-art technology, a 24/7 digital concierge and an Uber call & collection point. 

An unrivalled and historic location, you’ll have the whole of Manchester right on your doorstep. You really couldn’t be in a more perfect spot. 

This is a fantastic opportunity not to be missed out on. If you have any questions or would like to register your interest, don’t hesitate to get in touch. Images are for marketing
purposes only, so the internal fixtures and fittings may vary.

Please note that we have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures, fittings or services, and so cannot verify they are in working
order or fit for their purpose. Furthermore solicitors should confirm moveable items described in the sales particulars are, in fact,
included in the sale since circumstances do change during marketing or negotiations. A final inspection prior to exchange of contracts
is also recommended. Although we try to ensure accuracy, measurements used in this brochure may be approximate. Therefore if
intending purchasers need accurate measurements to order carpeting or to ensure existing furniture will fit, they should take such
measurements themselves. 
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